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Contact us :
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The Anaconda DF Range of Mobile Tracked Scalping Screens are Heavy Duty Screens 
that have been developed specifically to suit a variety of applications. 

The DF410 is one of the most robust and reliable Scalping Screens avaialble on the market. Fully 
equipped with a 10’ X 4’ Screen Box the DF410 has the longest Screen Box in the compact screening 
segment.  The DF410 also has 3 stockpiling conveyors meaning this versatile scalping screen is capa-
ble of dealing with any application in which it may be placed.

The DF410 can be shipped in a 40’ container keeping shipping costs to a minimum. Set up is simple 
and the machine can be running within 20 minutes of delivery. Commissioning is aided with the 
hydraulic controls to position and guide all the Conveyors and Screen Box.

Anaconda stock a full range of spare parts as a display of our commitment to provide a dedicated and 
responsive service to all our customers.
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SPECIFICATIONS AND TECHNICAL DETAILS
Features
- High Energy 3M X 1.2M (10’ X 4’) 2 Bearing
  Screen Box - 2 Decks (Largest on the Market)
- Variable Speed on all conveyor belts 
  (excludes fines collection conveyor)
- Flipdown Hopper Tailgate to allow direct    
  feed from a Crusher Belt
- Tail Conveyor lowers Hydraulically to allow 
  access to the bottom screen deck
- Hyraulic Folding Tail Conveyors
- Fixed screen angle 15o

- Side tensioned top deck 
- End tensioned bottom deck
- Easy access to the engine compartment
- Fits into a 40’ container without breakdown

Engine Options
- Stage 5 - T.Deutz TD 2.9 L4 (50Kw)
- Stage 5 - JCB DieselMAX (55Kw)
- Stage 5 - CAT

Options
- Screen Decks (Mesh - Bofar Bars - 
  Finger Screens - Punch Plates)
- Radio Remote Control
- Overband Magnet (On over size conveyor)

Weight
- 15,600KG

WORKING AND TRANSPORTATION DIMENSIONS

Anaconda sell and distribute our entire product portfolio via a Dealer Network, 
For your nearest dealer please contact us or visit our website.

Anaconda reserves the right to make changes to design without reservation and without notification.
Tonnage estimations are dependent on fractions, material type, size and application.
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